Family training "for" and "against"
The system of modern school education for the last thirty years is undergoing constant change. Every year we introduce new programs, one
administered, the second cancel, the strange conditions on record in first class.
Hunted, tired of the constant pressure from above, teachers who have no time to deal with children, because constantly need to fill out some
papers, reports, to give a performance. A strange system of education when the home give more than pass in the class.
All this and more makes parents think about how to translate your child for home schooling. Still the main practical work we have to do at home
after school, with the result that the child just does not have time for the full development.
What should be prepared for parents who want to educate their child at home alone, what are the pros and cons will be discussed in this article.

The advantages of family education.
Family learning from home is different in that it is used parents with perfectly healthy children who can study in normal schools, but I don't want.
Supporters of home schooling unanimously emphasize the following advantages:
No need to raise a child for eighteen &#8211; two hours before school, there was no rush and hassle of the morning fees. No need to
worry, got the child to school or not, if he goes there alone.
The child gets enough sleep, eats Breakfast quietly, and then proceeds to the classroom. Which has a beneficial effect on his overall health.
Time to practice takes no more than on homework given in school, plus remains the time a regular student spends in school, and which you
can safely pay extra mugs and sections on interests.
If the child's intellectual development is above average, family education allows you to pass two years for one year of study wrote my essay
at home.
The lack of pressure from the teaching staff that not infrequently spoils the relations between parent and children.

Cons of home schooling.
Like any idea of home schooling has its drawbacks, but for someone it is not a cons and pros.
Parent is solely responsible for teaching your child.
If the parent is not able to convey the curriculum on their own, might have to resort to the help of Tutors that requires money. (However, it
should be noted that in terms of conventional schooling parents also rarely resort to such assistance).
In terms of home schooling, you should double-be evaluated in a regular school.
Sometimes when you visit a school have to deal with negativity from teachers and exerted pressure on the parents and their children. To avoid this,
you should carefully examine the law on family education, especially items about how often can the school require submission of certification.
The decision about the family training is very responsible and decisive step and parents should pre-weigh all the "pros" and "cons" before deciding
on it. However, among the reviews of those who still dare, is dominated by only positive.

